Welcome to Hanseatic Energy Hub
a future oriented project in Stade, Germany
A short introduction to our planned LNG terminal and the start of our Open Season.
Please contact our commercial team for detailed information on
sales@hanseatic-energy-hub.de

2018
Planning phase
Design concept
Harbour concept
Simulations

2022–2025
Construction phase
Permits received and FID Q2 2022
Construction of port and
onshore terminal

2017
Early development phase
Set-up of project development consortium
Initial thoughts on location, size and design

2026
Operation phase

2019 – 2021
Permitting & Commercialisation phase
Conduct permitting process: scoping document
submitted, Environment Impact analysis
successfully completed
Tendering and contracting of FEED, EPC and
other contractors
Financing: provided by Partners Group, global
private investment company, joining the project
Commercial development, Exemption application
and Open Season
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Letters of Intent from 9 global market players, very
significant market interest
Open Season launch 9. December 2020, aiming for
binding contracts Summer 2021
Contact us at sales@hanseatic-energy-hub.de
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Hanseatic Energy Hub „in a nutshell“
Combining location and concept for synergies and future energy options

2 jetties allowing tankers
up to Q-Max size and a

Up to 12

dedicated small-scale jetty

significant flexibility

Proximity to Port of Hamburg
is ideal for bunkering
services.
In addition, Truck-loading
& rail-loading offered
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bcm/a regas
3

480,000m storage provides

250,000m² area on
industrial site

Large-scale reloading offered

minimising environmental
impact

Zero-emissions terminal

Short distance to tie

through Energetic coupling
with Dow for LNG-regasification

into network to access
new single German
market area + potential
local gas demand for up
to 1 bcm/a

Potential for future

energy

solutions and salt cavern storage
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Germany & LNG
Largest gas demand in Europe, demand growing
phase-out of nuclear and coal-based generation
new gas-fired power plants to back up the renewables
increased need for flexibility
Diversification of gas supply sources:
enhanced competition, Security of Supply
Interconnectivity
LNG into Germany can supply NWE and CEE
NCG and Gaspool market areas merging 1 Oct 2021
new LNG infrastructure in Germany could further increase liquidity
Small scale: bunkering and mobility growing
Delivery to non-pipeline regions, reducing emissions and air pollution

Volume being
phased out
Germany:
primary
energy
consumption
by energy
sources

GPL

German
VTP
(THE)

NCG
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(Source: BDEW,
BMWi 2016)

Large-scale and small-scale terminal
Offering products that meet the different customer needs
Import: unloading large-scale
and small-scale ships

Storage: cryogenic tanks

Export as gas: regasified LNG
via pipeline to grid network and
local demand

Open Season
Indicative timeline
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Export as LNG:
truck-loading
rail-loading
small-scale reload
large-scale reload

Disclaimer
Hanseatic Energy Hub GmbH (HEH) is a company incorporated under the laws of Germany. This presentation has been
prepared by HEH solely for informational purposes and for the exclusive use of the party to whom HEH has delivered this
presentation (together with its subsidiaries and affiliates (Receiver)). This presentation contains selected information in
connection with the tender process regarding the planned LNG import terminal in Stade, Germany (Project). The sole purpose
of this presentation is to assist Receiver in deciding whether it wishes to proceed with an investigation of a possible tender in
relation to the acquisition of capacity of the Project (Tender). This presentation is not intended to form the basis of any decision
to purchase capacity in the Project. In any event, during all stages of the Tender, the Receiver will investigate all relevant facts
in its own responsibility and will take any decision in connection with the Tender independently from this presentation and the
information contained therein.
HEH or its affiliates, do not make any representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, as to the accuracy, completeness,
reasonableness or reliability of the information contained in this presentation, neither does the content comply with any national
or international standards. HEH and its affiliates expressly disclaims any and all liability for any direct or consequential losses
relating or resulting from the use of this presentation.
No person has been authorized to give any information or to make any representation concerning HEH and its interests in the
Project described herein other than the information contained in this presentation, and if made or given, such information or
representation must not be relied upon as having been authorized by HEH. Under no circumstances is this document to be
construed as a prospectus, offering memorandum or advertisement. This presentation, and the information contemplated
herein, does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to purchase any shares or any securities in any jurisdiction.
No representation is made regarding the legality of a participation by the Receiver in a potential Tender under applicable laws
including, but not limited to, any securities laws. The Receiver should not construe the contents of this presentation as legal, tax,
accounting or investment advice or a recommendation of any kind. The Receiver should consult its own counsel, tax and
financial advisors as to legal and related matters concerning any transaction described herein. This presentation does not
purport to be all-inclusive or to contain all of the information that the Receiver may require. No investment, divestment or other
financial decisions or actions should be based on the information in this presentation.
This presentation and the information contained herein is highly confidential and has been prepared solely for the informational
use of the Receiver. Distribution of this presentation to any person other than the Receiver and those persons retained to advise
the Receiver, who agree to maintain the confidentiality of this material and be bound by the limitations outlined herein, is
unauthorized. This material must not be copied, reproduced, distributed or passed to others at any time without the prior written
consent of HEH. By accepting the delivery of this presentation, you agree to the foregoing.
This presentation includes certain observations, assumptions, statements, estimates and projections as to future events and
thus involves significant elements of subjective judgment and analysis. Such statements, estimates and projections reflect
certain assumptions and anticipated results; such assumptions and results may or may not prove to be correct. Actual results
may differ from such statements, estimates and projections and such differences may be material. Such estimates and
projections are inherently subject to a variety of risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from
those projected. Such risks and uncertainties include general economic and business conditions, competition, changes in
political, social and economic conditions, and possible changes in the regulatory structure, weather, climate, customer
preferences and various other matters, many of which are beyond the control of HEH, as applicable. Such forward-looking
statements are necessarily dependent on assumptions, data or methods that may be incorrect or imprecise and that may be
incapable of being realized. There can be no assurances that actual events will not differ materially from those assumed or
projected. In the event any of the assumptions used in this presentation do not prove to be true, results are likely to vary
substantially from those discussed herein and such variations may be material. HEH does not undertake to update or revise any
of the observations, assumptions, projections or forward-looking statements contained herein or any other information contained
herein, even if it becomes clear that they will not be realized or are otherwise inaccurate. The delivery of this document/file shall
not under any circumstances imply that there has been no change in the affairs of HEH or that the information set forth herein is
correct at any date subsequent to the date of this presentation or the date at which the information was provided. The
information contemplated in this document/file is in summary form and thus does not contain all relevant and material
information relating to the matters contemplated herein.
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